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 <<FREE  Shopping Spree >>  1 day @ Taipei
Stroll through the Lukang’s old street with trishaw ride.

 Experience DIY Kumquat Juice + Sugar Scallion Rolls
 Cingjing – Green Green Grassland , take a selfie with the

adorable sheep.

TAIPEI -  Jingtong Train Station sky lantern releasing ,
CKS Memorial Hall , Dadaocheng Shopping District, Ning
Xia Night Market
YILAN  - Yilan National Center for Traditional Arts - DIY
Kumquat Juice + Sugar Scallion, Hotspring bath 
NANTOU - Cingjing Green Green Grasslands, Cingjing
Skywalk , Puli Winery , Baohu Dimu Temple
HSINCHU - Traditional Market , Nanzhuang Old Street
CHANGHUA - Lukang Old Street (Trishaw ride) 
TAICHUNG -  Gaomei Wetlands, Fengjia Night Market,
Rainbow Village , Mitsui Shopping Park LaLaport

Specialty Meals: Pottery Chicken Specialty , Minsu
Authentic Dinner, Four Season Steam Cuisine, Lugang Flavor

Accommodation

Meals

7 Breakfasts | 4 Lunches | 1 Dinners
Day 1 Meals on Board

Day 2 TAOYUAN - TAIPEI - YILAN

Tour Highlights

8D 7N  LET’S DATE @ TAIWAN

TWLDT8Validity Period: 01 JUL  2024- 31 MARCH 2025

Check in at Singapore Changi Airport for your flight
to Taiwan. 

         Accommodation: Taoyuan Tao Garden Hotel or 
         similar

Jing Tong Train Station - a popular filming
location for Taiwanese movies. Have your  wishes
written on the sky lantern and release it for good
luck and blessings (4-6 paxs share for 1 sky lantern).
Yilan National Center for Traditional Arts -
Experience DIY Kumquat Juice + Sugar Scallion
Rolls

        Overnight at Jiaoxi hot spring hotel.
Hot spring bath - immerse and relax with the hot
spring bath in your room.

         Note: Please bring along  your own swimwear and  
          swim cap for outdoor hot spring pools.
         Accommodation:   Jiaoxi Sun Spring Resort or
         similar

SINGAPORE -  TAOYUAN 

Taipei / Yilan / Hsinchu / Nantou Cingjing / Zhanghua / Taichung 

 Jing Tong Train Station sky lantern releasing 

Breakfast, Lunch

Hsinchu  Traditional Market- Taiwan's largest
Hakka Morning Market.
Nanzhuang Old Street - Be sure to taste the
unique snacks and handmade crafts here
Fruit Picking Experience - own expenses
 Cingjing Farm   - Green Green Grasslands  +
Cingjing Skywalk 

        Note: Please bring along your overnight bag for 
        CingJing Homestay. Group members may be split 
        into smaller team and be allocated to different 
        homestay. 
       Accommodation: Minqin Farm or similar

Day 3
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
YILAN - HSINCHU - NANTOU



Puli Winery - Learn about the process of making
rice wine, taste various flavors of wine, and gain a
deep understanding of the essence of Taiwanese
wine culture on-site at the winery."
Aboriginal Local Product Center
Baohu  Dimu Temple -  A popular photo spot, a
sanctuary steeped in spirituality and history,
featuring stunning blue-tiled palace buildings.
Gaomei Wetlands - Boasts abundant ecological
resources, including various bird species, wetland
plants, and diverse ecological environments. It is
also renowned as one of the most beautiful places
in Taiwan to watch the sunset!
Feng Chia Night Market - the city’s largest and
most popular night market providing an
assortment to browse through for food, clothing ,
games entertainment and most notably, plenty of
local snacks to please every palate.

        Accommodation: Taichung In One City Inn 
        or similar

Day 4 NANTOU - TAICHUNG
Beakfast, Lunch

Rainbow Village - The entire village is filled with
vibrant murals and graffiti, making it a popular
destination for art enthusiasts and photography
enthusiasts alike. 
Lukang Old Street ( trishaw ride) - to explore its
rich history and traditional architecture. 
Mitsui Shopping Park LaLaport - Offering a
diverse range of brands, making it a one-stop
destination for shopping, dining, and
entertainment. It is also the first mall in Taiwan to
feature a large-scale 4K LED screen with 3D
imaging

         Accommodation: Taichung In One City Inn 
         or similar

Dadaocheng Shopping District - is a place with
deep historical and cultural charm, attracting many
tourists and local residents to explore, shop, and
savor local delicacies.
Ningxia Night Market - is renowned for its diverse
Taiwanese snacks, including stinky tofu, large
intestine wrapped small intestine, bowl pudding,
taro balls, chicken feet jelly, and more. You can try
a variety of local delicacies to satisfy your taste
buds.

         Accommodation: Aloft Taipei Beitou or similar

Day 6
TAICHUNG - TAIPEI 
Breakfast

CKS Memorial Hall -  A memorial hall built to
remember the first president Jiang Gong. The
antique Chinese palace-style building is majestic
and grand. 
Tian Lu Art Centre - a Chinese mythical hybrid
creature. Displaying Tian Lu at home or in office is
believed to prevent wealth from flowing away.

After breakfast, proceed to Taoyuan airport for our
flight back to Singapore. We hope you enjoyed your
trip to Taiwan with Nam Ho Travel!

Day 8
Breakfast, Meal On Board 

TAIPEI - TAOYUAN - SINGAPORE 

Day 7 TAIPEI FREE DAY
Breakfast

FREE at leisure in Taipei 
Accommodation:  Aloft Taipei Beitou or similar

NOTES

Min. group size for confirmed departure: 10 pax
Tour is conducted in Mandarin 
The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and
hotels are subject to change without prior notice in
the event of unforeseen circumstances
Accommodations are based on the local star rating
Activities are subjected to weather conditions
During major events, accommodation may be
relocated to outside of the city or in another city
without prior notice.
In the event of discrepancy between English and
Chinese itineraries, refer to the Chinese version
itinerary.

Guide and driver  – NT$800 (7N)
Tour leader (if any) S$40 per person including
children.

Tipping Guidelines

Day 5 TAICHUNG - ZHANGHUA - TAICHUNG 
Beakfast, Lunch


